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USGN Introduces
Area Security System
US Global Nanospace [USGA],
which last month unveiled a new widearea perimeter security and defense system for border and critical infrastructure
protection, has been invited by a Middle
Eastern country to demonstrate the system.
The unidentiﬁed country is a member of the Gulf Cooperation Council,
which includes Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar,
Oman, Saudi Arabia and the United
Arab Emirates. USGN says it is making
arrangements to deliver the components
of MAPSANDS, which stands for Modular Autonomous Perimeter Security
and Non-Lethal Defense System, to the
country.
“We have fulﬁlled an important
milestone for the company in receiving
and accepting an invitation from a sovereign government to demonstrate MAPSANDS,” says Carl Gruenler, USGN’s
CEO. USGN is based in Carson City,
Nev.
Gruenler tells TR2 that in the nearterm the Middle East represents the best
opportunity for interest and sales of
MAPSANDS.
“There’s an urgency here,” he says.
Speciﬁcally, he believes potential custom-
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Still, Atick says that biometric companies are beginning
to take more prime contracting roles because the “customer
wants to talk to the knowledge people in the space.”
MJSK’s Meier believes Viisage is trying to put itself—
through its drive to be an end-to-end biometrics and identity solutions provider—into a position where it can take on
more prime contracting roles, especially visible ones like an
upcoming procurement for standardized credentials across
the federal bureaucracy.
At some point, Meier tells TR2 that the large systems

▶ USGN [cont’d from page 1]
ers are most interested in the system for protection of their oil
infrastructure and for border security.
MAPSANDS is made up of various subsystems for
monitoring, detection, identiﬁcation and defense. The system, which is customizable depending on customer requirements, has radar for potential 360 degree coverage out to 10
kilometers to provide monitoring, detection and targeting. It
also can be equipped with video cameras that have a range of
six kilometers. For border applications radar would be set up
in strategic locations to provide overlapping coverage with
smaller radar put in blind spots to complete coverage. The
company says the MAPSANDS architecture is designed to
secure perimeters ranging form less than a mile long to several hundred miles.
For the “warn and deter” capability, MAPSANDS automatically delivers verbal warnings out to 1,500 meters for
potential threat subjects that cross a certain threshold. If a
subject continues toward the border or facility, the warnings
intensify. At 300 meters acoustic devices sound off, producing deafening, and if need be, debilitating, tones to thwart
potential attacks or illegal border crossings. MAPSANDS
can also be equipped with lethal defenses such as automatic
guns contained in hermetically sealed poles.
In addition to the acoustic devices, other non-lethal
countermeasures include rubber bullets, ﬂash bang, tear gas
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integrators such as Lockheed Martin will move to protect
their roles, even if it means lobbying Congress to ensure large
programs are tailored to their capabilities.
LaPenta believes the new company will be proﬁtable beginning the second half of 2006. While market forecasts peg
annual growth in the biometrics industry at around 40 percent,
LaPenta says he is being conservative in advertising between
20 and 25 percent annual organic growth for Viisage in order
to make sure the company meets its targets for Wall Street.

and malodorants.
MAPSANDS can be powered by solar or wind-powered remote substations and features wireless encrypted
communications.
“We see MAPSANDS attached to a manned command
and control center but it doesn’t need a man in the loop,”
says Gruenler. There are potential users who want an autonomous system, he says.
The company has tested the system in a surveillance
mode, demonstrating its ability to work autonomously, says
Gruenler. MAPSANDS was originally designed to be a ﬁxed
system but USGN has also developed a mobile version.
USGN, along with its partners, has developed the software for MAPSANDS and will integrate the system. The
company buys the various subsystems off-the-shelf.
In the U.S. the Secure Border Initiative, which has subsumed the America’s Shield Initiative (ASI), potentially offers USGN a market opportunity, Gruenler says. A year
ago, when ASI was ﬁrst expected to be going out for bids,
MAPSANDS wasn’t ready, he says. Still, the greatest interest
remains the international market, he says.
“Until today, perimeter protection really meant perimeter breach notiﬁcation and dispatching a response team,”
Gruenler says. “MAPSANDS is designed to automatically
protect and defend high-value remote installations with our
without human intervention, eliminating the issues of inadequate manpower or misplaced loyalty that have plagued existing wide area security endeavors.”
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